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JaEm  . Anerson and  J. Pe.erNeary  of Nhos  paper are availabl  free from the  lectives.
(July  189)  World  Bank, 1818 H Steet  NW,  Wash-  They survey the histoy  of land rela-
ington, DC 20433.  Please contact Dawn  tionsandthelegaciesthathdstoryleaves.
the Tiderewrictiwvens  Index provide.  Gustafson,  room  87-044,  extension 33714  They  disuss  the three analyticl  contro-
-a therticatly  consistent  and empiricaly  (80  pages).  versies surrounding economies  o  sale,
feasi  firaewr  for investgating the  and the officency of the land sales and
tvade implications  of such domestic dis.  land rental market.
ortions  as production  taxes anvd  subsi  1164.  Power,  Distortlons, Revolt,  7heydlscuasthnemainpolicyissuesand
die&  and Retom  In Agricutural  Lnd  implication  of vaious  distortions and
Relations  succesoa  and unsuccefUl  reforms in
Trade is affected not only by taxes and  the developing  world.  including  lnd  reg-
subsidies that affect producers  and con-  Hans  P. Binswanger. laus  Dne,  istration and titling,  land taxation, reg.
sumrs  of goodo,  but also, indirectly, by  and  Goeron  Fadr  latiosrestictinglandsalesandrentals,
taxes and subsidies  that affect  nontraded  (J*  198)  fragmentation  and considation  of land,
goods  or factors of  production.  redistributive  land  reform,  and
Anderson and  Neary show how the  If the eiciency  of Me lag  wmmea  decollectiviation.
TradelRestrictivenessludex(TMmaybe  fAm a  a myth. why do market  for the  In an epiloge  on methodolog, they
extended to incorporate these types of  talandsakeofagriculturandrely  examinehow  variousstrandsofeconomic
distortions. Again,  the value of the TRI  remaote  land to the most efien  uses  theory have cotribL.td,  or failed  to con-
gives  the equiproportionate  change in  the  and users (family  farms)l  trlbute,totheexplanatlonofvariationsin
pnrie of tded  goods,  which  would  com-  policies,  distortions, and land relations
pensate for a given chan  in all distor-  Most work on the relationship between  over  space and time.
ins,bothintradedandnontradedgoods  ferm size and produceavity  strongly sug-  Tbispaper-aproductoftheAdvisory
and in fctor  markets.  gests that firms that rely mostly  on famn  Group,  Latin America  and the Caribbean
Anderson and Nery,  who developed  ily labor are more productive  mhan  large  Technical  Depatment  and the Agicul-
the theory of the TRI,  show how  to apply  farms operated primarily  by hired labor.  tural Policies  Division,  Agriculture  and
itinpractice,drawingonalargerstudyby  Thisstudybeganasaninquliryintohow  Rural Development  Department  - was
Anderson  and Bannister of changes in  rental and sales markets for agricultural  prepared for the Handbook of Develop.
Mexicanagriculturalpolicybetween  1985  land in the developing  world  affect effi-  ment Econoic,  Volume II, edited by
and 1989.  Adapting the TRI to a partial  ciencyandequity.  What  emerged  was the  Jere Behman and T.  N.  Srinivasan. Cop-
equilibrium context allows  existing  esti-  clear sense that great variations in land  ies of this paper are available firee  from
matesofkey demandand supply  elastici-  relations  around  the woird  and over  time  theWorldBank,  1818HStreetNW,Wash-
tiestobeincorporatedintothelndex;and  cannotbeunderstoodinthecommonpara-  ington, DC 20433. Please contact Eans
the basic formula is adapted to take ac-  digm  of propety rights and competitive  Binswanger,rom 1021,extensian31871
countofsome  speca  features of Mexican  market. Underthatparadign,landscar-  (121 pages).
agtural  markets.  city leads to better definition  of rights,
The TRI  shows  a great increase in re-  which  are then traded in sales and rental
strictiveness  in 1986  and  espcilly  1987,  markets accsible  equally  to all players.  1165. Social COst  of the
followed  by major reductions in restric-  The outcome  should be the allocation of  Tranitlon to Capitlsm:
tiveness in 1988  and 1989.  The cumula-  land to the most efficient  uses and users,  Polarld, 190-91
tive effect: a 49.9 percent fall in trade  yet this rarely happens.
restrictiveness over  the four years  Instead,landrightsandownershiptend  Brno  Milaovic
Themnjor,althoughnottheonly,  source  to grow out  of power relationships.  (August  1993)
of changes in trade restrictiveness were  Landowning  groups have used coercion
changes in producer  subsidies,  especially  and distortions  in land,  labor, credit, and  ContrarytoeVPet8ationaPWolnd'sstabili.
for maize.  These trends are not captured  commodity  markets to extract economic  zxaionprogram  enaibd usexply  high
by changes in indices for consumer and  rents from the land, froim  peasants and  social cost.  Unemployment  reace  12
producer  subsidy  equivalents,  which the  workers, and most recently from urban  percent by the end of 1991,  and ra  in-
authorsalsopresent. Indeed,inanumber  consumergroupsortaxpayers.Suchrent-  comes  feU  40percen.  Thepoey  gap  rose
of years at least one of the ad hoc  indices  seeking  activities  reduce the efficiency  of  from an estimated 1.4  percent  of GDP  to
changed  in the opposite direction  to the  resourceuse,retardgrowth,andincrease  4.8percent.
changeinthecorrespondingwelfare4ssed  the poverty  of the rural population.
index.  Binswanger,  Deininger,  and Feder ex.  The Polish stabilization program imple.
This  paper-a  product  fthe Interna-  aminehowthesepowerrelationseemerged  mentedin 1990  aspartofthe transition  to
tional Trade  Division,  International Eco.  and what legal means enabled relatively  capitalisn. entailed unexpectedly high
nomics  Department  - is part of a larger  few landowners  to accumulate and hold  social  costs.
effort in the department to measure the  ontolargelandholdings.Theydiscussthe  Theoftnunstatedassumptionhadbeen
effects  ofprotection  policy.  The  study was  succeeses  and failurs  of reform  in mar-  that since  central  lannimr  was intrinRi.2  Polky Ruerch Wotdng Pper Sori
cay ineaticent,  stblization in Poland  1166. The  Behavior  of Russian  in part  because  the  relutance  of  firms
hi&tbelessonoyintermsolostoutput  Firms In 1992!  EvkItnc@  to discard  workers.  Cosquently, fms
tbai  it would hba  been in a  market  from  a Survey  have shed  few worker  - mosdy ail-
economy.  The idea was that  receson  lary and derical staf, usually women
stemming  fom an overal deln  in de-  Simon  Commnander,  Leod Lman,  Ceciia  * Someflrmshosetoplaewerson
mand  coud be mdatd  by  emoving  Us  and  Rusa  Yemtsv  mirnidmumwaes,reduinglaboroeastsig
the  tive barriers  that  in  a  (August  1998)  nificantly. The result is that unemploy-
planed  economy  hinderd  the best de-  mentbenefitsareprovideddef-ctowithin
ployment  of  rouces  The  shocks  41 Moscow  flins suffered  in  the  firms  rather than  through  Zabor  of-
Therestaweretereverseofexuts-  1992d  dnotid  ecess  ityreduceirprf.  fie.
tin.t  Aemploymentreached12perent  ito)iit.  But what's  good  for these  few  * In short,  the  status  of the  s-called
of  the  labor  force  by  the  end  of  1991,  and  Rusianfirnmsaybebad  frtheeconomy.  production  worker,  the cre d the Rus.
real incomes plummeted (by about  40  Rapid adjustments  to pre  changeos,  ac-  sian  indstrial  firm,  remains untouched.
percent).  An  estimated  17  percent  of  the  celerated  wage  elims,  and accommodet-  Clearly,  there  was  a l-ge  'employment
population  lived in poverty in 19.  By  mag  montary  policy may lead  to  gkh,  ovehane  at the end of 1992.  The next
1991,thatfigurereached4percent.The  suainwd  intion.  stag of  the transition wil be  difficult.
povert rate more than  doubled for all  This paper-  aproductoftheNational
socialgroupseeptpensloners,forwhich  The author.  surveyed 41 firms in and  Economic  Management Division, Eco-
itreminedstabe.Iaghouseholds,and  around Moscow  in the last two  weeks  of  nomic Development Institue  - was
children  in  particular,  wer  itepecially  November  l92togetanempiricalhandle  firnded  by the  Banws R  wes Support
ffected.  The poverty  gap rose from an  onhowfirmsarerespondingtothechang-  BudgptundertheresearchprojectLabor
estimated  1.4  percent of  GDP to 4.8 per-  ing economic  environment.  They found  Markets in Transitional  Socialist  Ecno-
cent.  that:  mies (RPO  677-30).  Copies  of this paper
exisdtng  evidence  on ineome  distribu-  * There were large negative (supply  are available free fiom the World  Bank,
tion  hows  that it did not change.  There  and demand) shocks  to output  for a sig-  1818 H  Street NW, Wasington,  DC
wasaslightcompressionofincomeamong  nificant  number  of firms and branches.  20433.  Please contact Olga  del Cid,  room
fiwmers,  which has also  occured in the  * Profitaility  was remarkably buoy-  M3-047,  extension 35195  (46 pages).
pastwhen rea incomes  declined,  andpos-  ant in rel  terms;  there was clear evi-
sibly  some wage-strtching among  work-  dence  that firms  with  market power  rap-
ers.  idly adjusted  producer  prices,  trying  to  1167. Unemplloymet and  Labor
Whathappened to  the genera welfare?  maintain or  increase their markup.  Mrket  Dynoamis In Russa
Conclusive  rosuts are elusive.  Personal  * There  was no evidence  of a strategic
cosumpton, overall, decreased. Queu-  change in pricing  rules.  Simm  Commander,  monid  Ieran,
ing also  decreased,  but utility gains from  * Most  firms experienced  relative sta-  andRuslanYemtav
swrter lines were offset as real wages,  bilty in earnings and in the distribution  (Aust  1993)
and thus the opportunity  cost of waiting,  of revenues. There was no substantial
dechned. Real appreciation of the ex-  evidence of decapitalization  - at least  Lack of a credbe  rform  program has
change  rate  raised dolar wages  substan-  tbrough greater borrowing  or predatory  ueakenedanyimpulsetowardklage-es
tially and led to an upsurge in consumer  wage settlements.  restructuring  of firms in  Russia.  Net
imports, thus increasing the utility de-  * The upward shift  in interfirm ar-  changestoemploymenthben  imited,
rived fiom the ownersiip of consumer  rears was smaller than agegate  num-  and have involvd  mostly ancary  or
durables.  bers might have led one to expect.  clrical staff
This paper - a product of  the Transi-  * Inertia in the wage system should
tion and  Macro-Adjustment Division,  not be ignored.  Real wages  were cutback  Tho  past 15  months have seen  the bein-
Pley  Research  Department-  is pat  of  sharply by the great price shock  of  Janu-  ning  of structural change  in Russia  buta
a larger effort in the department to ana-  ary 1992,  but real statitcal  wages  then  failure of the economy  to stabilize. The
lyze  income distribution and poverty in  climbed  back toward  early 1991  levels,  balance sheet,  conclude Commander,
transition economies.  Copies  ofthe paper  * Benefits firms provided  account for  Liberman,  and Yemtsov,  suggests  that a
are available  free from the World Bank,  large shares of labor  income  and 40 to 45  return to centralized  control  remains  al-
1818 H  Street  NW, Washington, DC  percent of firma'  costs. Firms may have  mostimpossible,butthedecentralization
20433. Please contact Rebecca  Martin,  tried to squeeze  benefits,  particularly  in  thathasoocurredcontainsmanyundesir-
roomNll-043,extension39026(29pages).  housing,butallocationstotheSocialFund  able features.
have generally  stayed constant.  In framing  their analysis, the authers
* Employment  adjustments  were lim.  draw on aggregate data and firm-level
ited, despite the downward  pressure on  datafromthefirst-roundresultsofa 1992
output and the lack of growth in firms  survey covering  41 finns in the  Moscow
surveyed. Net employment  separations  region. The survey results  suggest that
were relatively  restricted. Firms  contin-  the greater autonomy  of  firms has facili-
uedtohire at sigificantrates  in 1992,  in  toted the exploitation of market power
part because  of fixed  fictors technology,  while failing to dampen the demand forPWICY  ReOS=  Woi*ing  Paper SedGe  3
easy credit  trm  the budget or banking  miee (RPO  677-80).  Copies  of thi  paper  fial  cases of adjutmet.
system.  For the most part, that demanld  are aiaIlable free fm  the World  Ba*,  *  Prom  thm to time, ech  country  de.
hasbeensatisfied enablingfirms tomeet  1818 H  Street  NW, Washington, D)C  partment cold  cay  out a review to as.
current wage claims  and, to a lesser do.  20433.  Please contact Olga  del Cid.  room  ae  the realism of departmental PFP
re,  sustain output lovels.  3-047,  extenson 35196(46  pags).  projectiors, and the Chief Economist'
Buoyant  nominal profits  can be traced  Offe  could review projections  to ases
either to juicing behavior derived fiom  their quality.
marketpowe ortotransfersor  suidies  1168. Mow  Mcollc  This paper-  a product  of the Office  o1
channeled  through the fiscal  or  monetary  Pfoctlone  In  Policy Framowor  the Chief  Ecommi  Afica Rgoasl  Of.
sytem.  This in turn has artMicially  su-  Paper  forthe Afrlca  Region  fize  - is  part ofa larr  effo* to asse
tained the revenue side of the govemr  Compare With OUtOCio  the prorsa  of adjusting  countrie  in the
ment accounts.  Africa  region with Im Acroonmcand
Offieial unemployment was no more  RahidFanqee  structural refori  Copies  of the paper
than lpercentofthelaborforceby the end  (August  1993)  ar  available free fom  the World Bank,
ofl992butevidenceontheimportanceof  1818 R Street  NW, Washington, DC
marginal unemployment  indicates that  Actual outcomes  are  compared  with pro-  20433.  Please contact Nandita Tanan,
the underlying pass-through into open  jected or targee  outcomes  for seketed  roomJ5.01, extension  35(l09pag.).
unemployment  wile  great.  By the tird  maeconomic  vawiable to asess  the
quarter of 1992,  this augmenter  unem-  quality and reevance of projections  in
ployment rate approaced  4 percent of  policy fiumework paperm  for the Afja  1169. COsts and Bnefts
the labor forc.  Even  so, the authors o-  rqgpon  uf Debt aNd Debt SeviC
serve nontrivial  outflows  fom uneiploy-  RedUctlon
ment to  jobs, and in one  regions to  jobs  Policy  famework papers (PFPs)  have  be-
in the private or collective  sector.  come  important documents  because  they  Eduardo  Fernadez-Arias
In Russia,  outflows  to state sectorjobs  provide a  framework for the ecnomic  (9ust  M9)
dominate.  Survey  evidence  shows  consid-  policies  that a country  will  purse  and for
eral  turnover in the state sector and  donorasslstance.Tneprjectionsincluded  Conmy  to popular views6  com,na
resilient hiring. Much  of the churning  in  in these documents  reflect the policy  tar-  bank  haw probaby  beneftd fm  debt
lbor markets sems tobethrough volun-  gets and the expected  outcomes  of policy  anddebtserviceredution  operaion  Debt
tary seprations  andjob transitions. Net  reforms.  and debt sevke  reduv  on  mnak sense  to
canges  to employment  have been hm-  Faruqeefocusesonthequaityandrel-  the bonrww  counby onty if they uiU
ited, and have involved  mostly anciday  evance of these projections,  comparing  ender  enough  id&ed  benefit.  (s0  s
rclerical staff.  actual outcomes with the prjected  or  increose  d$gwp)to
Commander,  LIbeman, and Yemtov  targeted outcomes  for selected  variabe.  _omeat  foeir  eydiscdu  w
discern  a core or membership  rule domi-  The idea is that a retrspecdve  survey
nating Russan firms' decisiens,  which  it  such as this will  eventually  improve  pro.  Fernandez-Aria evluates  the coste  and
would be dangerous to assume will be  jectons.  benefits of det* and debt seice  reduc-
maintained&Theyinterpretitasaholding  Faruqee recommends  further country-  tion (DDSR)  from the point  of viewoffive
strategyinacomplexgamethefirmshave  by-country  analysis of PFP projections  countriesthathaveconcludedBradydeals
been  playing  with government.  Lack  of a  andactual outcomes  toidentifyhowmuch  Coswta  Rica,  Mexico,  the Philippines,  Uru-
credible reform proam  has weakened  of  the divergence  between  the two  is due  guay, and Venezuela.
any impulse toward large-scale  restruc-  to external factors  (such as weather and  He concludes  that, contrary to widely
turing of  firms.  terms of trade) and how much to lack of  held  views,  commeril  banks have prob-
Wages have been more volatile ana  progress  in  policy reform.  Delayed  ably  benefited  firm tle opetons.  Com-
have greaterregional dispersion,  but the  progress could be due to unforeseen cir-  mercial bank participation in DDSR is
authors predict no large consistent shift  cumstances  (such as political  changes or  voluntary, so direct financdal  savings to
in relative wages.  Rather, the wage  path  inrnual stife) or to unrealistic tar8et.  the  country  re  probably negative at
has probably bsen governed by current  The quality  and reaism ofPFP prjec-  presentvalues. ThebenefitfromnDD)SRis
revenue streams and  additional trans-  tkns are likely  to  improve,  says  Faruqee,  not that debtisboughtat'bagain  pie?
frs,  and  then  set consistent with the  if certain steps are taken in making pro-  at  the expense of commer  banks. It
staleemploymentrule.The path  of  wages  jections:  appearo  difficult  tojustif  a DDSR  opera-
over 1992 is  clearly  associated with  * All PFPs after the first one should  tion on purely financa  grounds.  Amore
changes  in Russia's  monetary and fiscal  containareviewofoutwomesinrelationto  realistie way  tolook ataDD8Roperaton
stance  and allied institutional featwes.  projections  in previous  PFPs.  is to view  it as a 'pro  that involves  a
This paper-aproduct  ofthe National  * Wheneverthechancesoffallingshort  certain financial  cost Tlereturn oi such
Economic Management Division, Eco-  ofprojectedortargetdoutcomesarebigh,  a prect  is how  the DDSR  opation  im-
nomic Development Institute  - was  the PFP should say so.  proves  the my,orcontributes
funded by the Bans  Research Support  * Usingreferencessuchastbisreview,  to development.
Budgetunderthereearchproect¶iabor  theprojectionscouldconsiderbenchmark  The main purpose  of DDSRIs  to estab-
Market  in Transitional Socialist  Econo  fgturesbased  on  experience  with success  lishamoreefficientrngentbetween4  Polky  Roesec  Wo*king Papr  Sore
debtor cuntries  and commercial  banks,  among aU  types  of workers  jbll  ket4, but the prespion  shoul  not be
leading to  improved conditions  for devel-  abrupt or total gooernment  withdrawal
opment,  ADDSR  operation  that does not  Witlhin  the framework  of a general equi-  firom  the finaaoia  swtor. Rathwr thzn
help  devolopmer.siscostlyandshouldnot  librium searc  model,  Bar-Ilan  and Ley  intervening heauily in cred  aocation
be undertiken.  study  the effect of institutional resWic  decisiws, govWmns  hould  fCW  on
The impact  ofDDSR  on development  is  tions on worker'ejob  mobility.  doing whatonlythsado.'ppr.viiaan
usualy measured by the increae  in the  The model generates endogenous  job  ncling  envuonmet  for the pte  Ai
growth rate of GDP,  but it is too soon  -to  searches on the Job and off the job with  ralld  and ne  and  en
measure that for these five countries. A  twoformsoflaborcontracteemegingand  suring that financd operations  are  sal
muitabealtnaidveistalookatthechange  coexisting  in equilibrium.  andsound
in investment patterns.  One fo-n of contract  involves  the work-
A strong policy  famework is needed if  ers' long-term commitment to the firm  That the financial  setow should be liber-
debt and debt service reducton  are to  (reversedtenure).:Somefirmsofferhigh  hized  was the orthodrA  view In the mid
significantly improve development. In  wages in return for their workes  comn-  1970s,  during a pendulum  awing toward
Mexico  and, to alesserextent, Veneuela  mitment not to serch  for better jobs.  reliance on the free mark-et.  In the early
improved and subtained strong adjust.  The other is a aihort-term  conuract  re-  1980s,  the pendulum swung bwk to the
mentpolicieshavegeneratedthegreatest  quiringno  such  mmitment:  Some  fims  left, based partly on evidence  - espe.
development  benefits. Gains have been  thatcannotaffordtopaywagesthatgua-  cally from Latin America  - that overly
less in smaller countries where policies  antes  lifetime attachment  pay lower  'apidreform had rea costo,  and partly  on
were not  as suppotive.  wages, have lower turover  costs, but  anincreadappreciationoffiancinm  -
Fernandez-Arias  concludes  that for a  Impose no restiectons  on searchs  for  ket falure. Blind  adherence  to he mar-
country to benefit from DDSR,  it needs  betterjoibs.  ketprincipleswasnolongerapproprlate.
significant  indirect benefits (such as in-  Bar-Dan  and Levy  study the efiects  on  Now a  counter-counterrevolutlon  is in
creased domestic  and foreign savin).  employment  ofexognous restcetions on  sight, with some swig  back toward the
Direct  benefits are likely to be negative  mobility-in  the form of  a transfer *om  view that the market makes a mess of it,
because  of the commercial  banks' finan-  the quitting worker,  made either to the  but the government  makes it even  worse.
cia gains and because  DDSR  operations  employer  or to a third party. These  trans-  Caprio and Summes  agree that mar-
are bontloaded.  DDSR  operations  cannot  fe,  the separation bonds,  re typially  ketoriented finaneil  ystms  appear to
be justified solely  by direct benefits and  the benefits lost by the quitting worker,  do a better job than  ystems with exten-
savings  in cash flow.  such as vested pension. RIstictions  of  sive govermment  invlvement,  but con-
Thispaper-aproductoftheDebtand  this type,  by  crowding  out the firms that  tend that  the assumption that  perfect
International Finance Division,  Interna-  fllowon-the-jobsearchesforemploymnent,  competition  will solve  all problems  in fi-
tonal Economics  Deprtment-is  partof  directly  increase  unemployment.  nance - especialy in banking  - can be
alargpreffortinthedepartmenttounder-  When restrictions  on workers'  mobility  dangerous.formationproblems,implicit
stand the costs and benefits  to countries  take the form of a  zero-sum transfer,  orexplicitgovernmentguaranteesassoci-
of debt and  debt service reduction ar-  there is no real effect  so  long  as the trans-  ated with deposits,  and exteWrnalities  as-
rangements.Copiesofthepaperareaval-  fer is below some bound - the worker  sociatedviththepaymentssystenimake
able free fom  the World Bank, 1818 H  loses nothing.  When  the separation bond  banks unique.
StreetNW,Washington,DC2043.  Please  is prohibitively  large, or when it is for.  Governments  implicitly  recognize
contact Rose  Vo,  room  S8-042,  extension  feitedtoathirdpartyl,employmentamong  bankng's uniquenes  - few alow just
33722  (38  pages).  all types of  workers falls.  anyone to enter banking - but public
This paper - a product of the Trade  pronouncements  and observere recom-
Policy  Division,  Policy  Research  Depart-  mendations often favor a move to more
1170. Job  Search  by EmPloyed  ment - is part of a larger effort in the  competition.Perfectcompetition,howver,
Wotcers:  The  Effects  of  deartment  to study  the impact of labor  is optimal  under the assumption,  among
Restrictons  market institutions and policies  on eco-  others, of no government  guarantee. In
nomic  performance.  Copies  of the paper  fiat, most governments  differ  onlyinhow
AvMer  Bar-Dan  and  Atnat  Levy  are available  free from the World  Bank,  explicit they are about their deposit in.
(August  1995)  1818 H  Street  NW, Washington, DC  surance  schemes.
20433.  Please  contact Dawn  Ballantyne,  The financial reforms most likely to
Some  firmn  offer  high wawes  in return  for  room  N1O-023,extension37947(29pags).  succeed  are those that give banks an in-
their workers'  implicit  commiment not to  centive  to  engag in  safe and soundbank-
eeax-h fior better  jobs  Some firms tha  ing. When excesive cmpetition  is al-
cannot  afford  topay  wugesthtguarantme  1171. Finance and Its Reforn:  lowed,  the -charter value" of banking di-
lifetime  attachment  pay  lower  wages,  but  Beyond  Laissez-Faire  minishes to the point that it is no longe
impose  noratrictiono  on searches  for bet-  profitableforbankerstobehaveprudently.
terjob  When  the spartion  bond takes  Gerard  Caprio,  Jr. and  LawrenceH.  Summe  A  conideration of finance's  role,  and a
the form of a transfer between the em-  (August  1993)  look at  how reforming economies  have
plwer and the empWloee,  employment  is  fared, suggest  also  that gradual reform  is
ueficted  in most cass. But when it  is  Many economnes  would benefit  from less  often  to be prefered in this domain.  De-
fofeed  to a third party, employment  govwnment  inteventioninfinanci a nmar-  regulation of  credit markets and  inteostPlicky  Resab  WokinPaperAW  Ss
rates  can be counterproductive  in  un-  Although  some  rps  (notably  oiheeds)  (RPO 678-04).  CopieO  of the pper  are
stable  macroeconomic conditions and  receive  heavy protectnon  the net effect  of  available  fre" from  the World  Bank, 1818
when  baoxs te  unwsohticated or have  inteventions  to date is to heavily favwr  H  Stret  NW, Washington, DC 20483.
weak  balance  sheets. And changesin the  manufacturing over agriculture. in this  Please contc  Dawn Ballantyre, room
chart  value may evolve  only slowly  sf-  agenda for reform, Pursell and Gulati  N1O-028,  eteon  W947  (4  pages).
ter refbrm.  reeommend:
Fasr  progress and  greater  efforts  * Removlngallquantitativeexportaud
hould  be made,  however,  in bank super-  -impertcontrolsonagriculture,ex  for  1173. MoiWCc r-8  fi  Tlde
vision  andreation  andininsitutional  spedal treatment (such  as export %es)  AgreMOl  w th the Europea
development,  including accountin,  au-  whery  Indian exports would  be substan.  Communiy:  A Ouantlulve
diting,legandjudicialreform,andtrain-  tial -mough  to depress  world  prices  (most  Asi
ing (of  bankers and other finance profes.  likely with  rice).
sionals).  * Furhierroducingprotectiononmanu  Thoma  F.  utheru  ord,K  BE.  I  utstem,
In sum, many  economies  would  benefit  facturing, rather than  bringing protec.  and  David  Tarr
from  less government  intervention  in fi-  tion for agriculture  up to the same level.  (September1993)
nancial markets, but the  prescription  * As atransitional measure, conider-
should  not be abrupt or total government  ing the use of var3ble tariffs based on  Welfare  benefis to Morocco  from a firt
witidrmwal from the  financial sector.  v.ighted averages of past international  trade  agreement  with the uropan  Corn-
Rather than intrvening heavily  in credit  prices as a way to partly insulate domes.  munitywouldbeaboutl.5perenofGDP.
allocation  decisions,  governments  should  tic prices firm  extreme fluctuations in  But welfre benes  woud be 2.5  peret
focus on doing what only they can do:  world  pnces.  of GDP  ifMorocmo  lbe  d trade with
providing  an enabling emvironment  for  * Initially, allowing  the export  only  of  tewwole wvrlrl-andwithonly sa4,tly
the  private financial and  nonfinancial  highqaityhigh-icedvanetiesofsuch  kwher adjustment cos.
setors,  and ensuring that financial op-  eommodities  as cotton  and rice, to limit
orations are safe and sound.  upward pressures on domestic  prices of  Morocco  is interested in developinga  re
This paper-aproductofthe  Financial  lower-quality  varieties,  which  are impor-  ciprocal fee  trade agrement  with the
SectorDevelopmentDepartment-ispart  tanttoconsumptioninlow-incomeIndian  European Community  (BC),  although it
of a largr  effort in the department to  households.  already enjoys  fee access  toECmarwkets
study the role of finance  in development.  * Liberaizing fertihzer imports and  inindustrlproducteandisnotobbgated
Copies of the paper are available free  deregulatingdomestcmanuficturnand  to give EC exporte  reciprocal access
from the World  Bank, 1818  H SteetNW,  the distnbution of  fertilizers.  But Maroccan  agricutursl  exports are
Washington,  DC 20433. Please contact  * Removing  subsidies on Irgtion,  impeded  by  agrIcultural protection  in the
Paulma Sintim-Abosge, room N9-059,  electricity,andcredit(andereatingcondi-  European Community.
extension  38526  (24 pages).  tions to facilitate the trading of canal  A free trade agreement would  require
irrigation water rights).  that Mocco  lower it.  moderately  high
* Deregulating  the wheat,  rice, sugar,  tariffsagainstitsmostimportanttrading
1172.  LberalizIng  Indian  cotton, and edible oil and oiloed indus-  parter.  Taiiff reductions against the
Agriculture: An Agenda for  Reforn  tries, and abolishing  compulsoy govern-  EuropeanCommunitybutnotagainstthe
ment acquisition  at below-market  prices  rest of the world may provide benefits
cGn Punel and  Ashok  Gulati  of sugar, molasses,  and nilled rice.  provided  the trade diversion  oost of  pref-
(September  1993)  * Reformung  the food  security system  erential tariffreduction  do  not dominate.
to protect low  income groups from the  Rutherford,  RutstrO,  and Tarr apply
India's inentiVe  system heavily favors  increse in the  general level  offood  prices  a 39 sctor  general equilium  model  of
manufacdu  riganddiscrmirsaie3 against  required by the liberalization  of agricul-  the Moroccan  economy which includes
agriulturm Thi proposed  reform  agenda  ture. This  would  involve  better targeting  the sectors most likely to be affected  by
would  remove major  poicies that disot  of food  subsidies  and associated  reforms  such an agreement.  They  invesgate  the
agricultura imports,  exports,  inputs, and  of the public  distribution  system,  or even  economic  effects of the prospective  free
domestic markets. It would protect 1ow-  its eventul  replacement  byafood stamp  trade agreement as well as five other
inoomegroupagainstneesayincreses  system.  tradeliberalizationsonariosforMorocco.
in foodpuci..  Research  for  this paper - ajoint prod-  Among  their most important findings:
uct of the Trade Policy Division,  Policy  * ThewelfarebenefitstoMoroccofrom
In July 1991,  India embarked on a pro-  ResearchDopartnentoftheWorldBank,  afreetradeagreementwiththeBuropean
grVm  of economic  decontrol  that greatly  and the National  Council  of  Applied  Eco-  Community  woudbe about 1.5  perent  of
speeded the previously slow process of  nonlic Research in  New Delhi - was  GDP. Such  substantial  welfare gains
liberalizing trade and domestic  regula-  camed out mainly by consultants  in In-  partlyreflectthebenefitsofreducingdis-
torycontrols  begun in 1978.  But the focus  dia. It is part of a long-tem  research  perion in the tanffregieme.
of reform has  been on manufacturing.  program to quantify  the impact on agri-  * Welfarebenefitsofabout2.5percent
Reform  has barely touched agricultre,  culture of IndiaJs  trade and other incen-  of GDP would accrue fm  liberalizing
which  accounts  for two-thirds of  employ-  tive and regulatory policies.  The paper  trade with the rest of the world  - with
ment in India and about 30 percent of  was funded  by the Bankes  Research  Sup-  onyslightlybigheradtjusentcosts.Lib-
Indis  GDP.  port  Budget  under a dissemination  gant  eralizing  trade with the world  would  pro-6  -Poliy  Re  h Wodchrg  Paper  SeM
vid  greater benefits because it  woud  Many  developing  countri  are being  en-  nomico  Department -in  part of  larger
ellminatethe trade diversion  ostseassod-  couraged  to  hift toward inereased pro-  effort in the department to analye  and
atedwthdscriminatorytradeliberaliza.  cessing and exports of domestally  pro-  predictstructuralchan"eintradeandto
tin.  (Although  the faet that significant  ducl  natur  -urce-bd  products  identiaffyctoraIeeingdevelopingcoun-
bneFi  would acce  from discrimina  now exported in primary form. But in  triesR  exports. Copies of the paper an
toy  lbeaiation  aainat  imperts f  m  any  major  import markets, the strue-  avllabletee  fram  the WorldBank,  181$
either the Ruropean Community  or tho  tureoftrffsandnontariffbamriersmili-  H Street NW, Washington, DC 2043.
rest of the wrld indicates that trd  - ta  sinst  suh  efforts.  - - Fisse  cntact  Jean Jacobson, voom  87-
version  is not dominant.)  Leroor  low  tariffs are generaly applied  037, rtansion  33710  (29 pages).
*  Aa  restof  improvedacesatothe  to industrial countries imports of pri-
Eiuropn  Community,  employment  and  mary (unprocwd)  commodities;  duties
output in the vegtabe  and citrus fuit  increase, or  escalate,' as the level of  1175. OECD Trde Baie  Faced
seors  would  expand.  But the phosphate  p  eseingorfaratonincreases.  Tariff  by the Successor States of the
sect  t  ands to gain most from the free  escalation  produces  a trade bias against  Soiet  Union
trade agreement because liberalization  processed  goods.
would  induce a depreciation  in the real  In the past, such trade barier  escala-  Baitlome Keanl  ad Alexander  Yeaxt
exchange  rate  tion has been attributed chiefly  to indus-  (September  193)
* Morocco's oereal,  meat, dairy, and  trial counties.  Safdi  and Yeats exm-
suaWr  sects  would  10e most in  rms Of  ined the strucWre  ofrestrictions  in Asian  Opportt  to epand  inveames  and
omloyment,  because of significantly  countriesandfoundthatmostAslancom-  exports in the forme  Soviet Union am
lower import prices from the RMopean  ttrieastariffaincoratedmoreeseclation  unkely  unil  the OED  govarnent,
Community.  The nontraded goods  sectar  than  do tariff  in industrial countries.  eqiUy  n the ERopen  Cowu  y,
would  also cotrt  slihtly.  Apparently  tariff escation  is also often  rduiffandnontariff&rrriersenoigh
* The value-added  tax would  have to  reinfced  by nontaiff  barriers on pro-  to  put the rewly indende  stae  ofthe
beincreasedtoeompensateforthelossin  cessed goods,  although supportn  4sta  mer  Soviet Union  on an equal  foolin
biriffrevenuesionwhichMoromodepends.  for  thds finding  are less firm.  uwth  other  countis.
Estfmatesareprovidedasranges, with  This issue should not be viewed  as a
probaility  assments,  becauso of the  North-South issue, contend Safadi and  Using a  oomprehensive World Bank-
elementof  uncertainty.  Yeats.Abiasagainstimportsofprocesed  UNCTADdatabaseontariffandnontaiff
This paper - a product of the Tmade  goodsisbuiltintotradebmarrieresclation  barriers  (NTB),Kamins  and Yeats  ex-
Policy  Division,  Policy  Research  Depart-  among Asian countries and should be  aminotheincidenceof'OCItradebarri-
ment - is part of a larger effort in the  addressed  in regional nirtiatives  to lber-  ers to exports of the former Soviet  Union
department  to investigate  the  conse-  alize intra-Auian  trade barriers.  (F8U).  OECD markets  have  grown
quencesotfrgionalintegration.Thestudy  Madi and Yeats make three recom-  steadily  in importance  in the past decade
was finded by the Bankcs  Research  Sup.  mendations for dealing with escalation  and now receive  more than half of PSU
port Budget under the research project  issues in multilateral negotiations:  exports.  And additional trade could help
'Impact  ofEC '92 and Trade Integration  *  Japan  and, to a lesser extent, the  the FSU republics  make  the trUnsition  to
on Selected Mediterranean Countriese  Republic  of  Korea  ar  the key to success-  market economies.
(RPO 676564).  Copies  of this paper al  fl  negetiations  on these issues, as they  Overall, OECD taf  that  the ESU
available  free  from the World  Bank, 1818  have a far greater import bias against  republics  face are 70 to  90 percent  higher
H Street NW, Wahington,  DC 20433.  processed  commodities  than do all other  than the average paid on all goods  im-
Please contact Nellie Artis, room NIO-  countries with which Safadi and Yeats  ported,  but theirworsteffectis the result
013, extension 38010  (27 pwes, plus 18  compare them. That is, Japanese and  of the margins of p4rence  they give
pages of appendices).  loeantrdebarrersiporatefarmore  other (non.F8U)  exporteros.  For example,
escalation  than do trade baiers  in other  because of a speeial EFTA-EC  protocol,
countries studied.  manufactures are traded duty-free be-
1174. Aslan  Trade  Barriers Against  * Disproportionately high cuts in  tween  countries in these two  blos, while
Prmay  Nd Possed  trade barriers for unprocessed  commodi-  similar (competing)  P8SU  goods  may face
Commoditlts  ties are not the solution, as they would  duties of  20 percent or more.
increaseeffectiveprotectionforprocessed  No significant  tade  expansion  will ec-
Raed  Safadi  and  AleanderYeats  goods.  curuntilnontariffbarriersareliberalized
(Septembe  193)  * Any approach to trade lieraliza-  in NTB-Iriddee product  groups  of inter-
- tion should deal with both taiffs  and  est to P8U exporter.  Sectors in which
Tariff  esalation  to protect domestic in-  nontarffbarriers, to ensure  thatareduc-  NTBs are psrticularly important include
dustris  against more  efficent produ4ers  tion in one  type of  restriction is not offset  fish, fruit, sugar, vegetables,  beverages,
is na  Umited to industrial  cuntrie&  by a further tightening  in the other. Sev-  textiles, clothing, and  fermus metals.
Protectio of domestc  ndustri  is aso  ral Adan countries apply both types of  OECD  trade barriers on some FSU coin-
common in Asian developing  countries  restrictions  to commodity  imports.  modity  exports provide  high  levels  of'ef-
and in intrAsian  trade.  This paper-  a product  of the Interna-  fective  protectione  that constrain the ef-
tional lTade Division,  Intenational Eco-  forts of the newly independent states ofPolicy  Reserh Wolng Pae  SoaI  7
thePSU(NISs)toincressedomestiecorn. llanovic anaJyzes  the impawt  of direct  abletoadm  blltrwsHreschmespugag
modity  procesing.  taxes  and  cash  social  transfers  on  Income  individual  incomes,  and deliver social
AlthoughtheUnitdStateshasgranted  distribution  in  Bulgaria,  Czechoslovakia, support-andtheirfnances maybeeven
most-favored-nation  status to the NISs  Hungay, Poland,  and Yugoslavia  in the  morestraineddthnthose  oftheirCentral
(excludingAzerbaljan),andtheEuropean  yeas before  the  collapse  of  conmunism.  Eurqean counterparts
Community  recently  signed  the Agree-  He  contasts the  results  for  socialist  and  This paper  - a product  of  the Trandi
ments on Trade,  Commercial,  and Eco-  market  economies.  tion and Macro-A4justment  Division,
-nomi  Cooperation  with  the  Baltic  states,  Cash social transfers accounted  for  Poicy  Remarch  Department-is part of
these developments  have not substan-  about  a fifth  ofgrossincome,a  proportion  a lawr effort in the  deparment  to tudy
tiamly  improved  their market  access.  Be-  comparable  with that in developed  wel-  income  distbution in trandtion eeono-
cause  of geographic  proximity  and the  fareeconomies.  Generally,cashtraners  mies.  Copies  of the paper we availle
sisting transportation  network,  the Eu.  wereunrelatedtoincomeinsocialistcoun-  free  fom the  World  Ban, 1818  1 Street
ropean  market is the most important  tries, in marked  contrast with market  NW,  Washington,  DC  20483.  Please on-
OECD  market  for  most  NBSs.  But under  economies,wheresuchtransergomainly  tact Rebecc Martin,  rmom  N11-043,  ex-
present  EC arrangements,  NLS  products  to low-income  households.  tension  a9m(38 pag).
are subject  to higher  tariffs and more  Direct  taxes  played  almost  no role  In
restrietivenontarif  barriersthanexports  inomne  redistribution.  They  were  small
from  EFTA  members,  Lom6  Convention  -1  to2 percentofgrossincome,exceptin 1177.  Environmetai  Taxo and
signatories,  or former  European  CMEA  Hungary  - and proportional  to income.  P0110106  for DeeoIWng  Counw
members  (the  Czech  Republic,  Hungary,  Most  taxes  were  paid  by enterpIises,  as
Poland,  Romania,  and Slovakia).  Lower  payroll  taxes, and most workers  were  Neag  BMW  d Grug  IL  Ell
wage rates in many NISs may not be  unaware  of  the taxation  and that pulic  (Septeber198)
sufficient  to compensate  for  their gener-  spending  could  not permanently  exceed
ally lower  productivity  and the losses  in  public  revenues  from  taxation.  Commond-and-cont  i  environmental
value  added  (triggered  by  Wgher  tarffs)  In soist  counties, social mupport  polie  and  mark  etased ientipk-
that exporters  have  to absorb  to compete  was built into the system  through  fil  cis difr  in adnbeosatCt,  level  of
in protcted markets.  employment  guarntees, state-run  pen-  ODntroerpoUutge,monOrwingandom-
Exceptforexportsofenergyandindus- sion  schemes,  and free  public  education  plianoe requbeent, inoenie for  pol-
trial raw materials,  trade opportunities  and health  care.  The  only  explicit  policy  luter to invest  in polltion abatmen,
for many products  in which  the newly  towardpovertyinvolvedalcoholics,handi-  and fiscal  consequnces  to the gown
independent  states of the former  Soviet  capped  people,  and other  special  catego-  menL
Union  might  have  a comparative  advan-  ries.
tge are greatly  restricted  by OECD  tar-  This  system  isbeingreplacedbyamar-  Increasing  urbanization  and industrial-
iffs  and nontariff  barriers.  ket system  in which  the labor  market  is  iationcanezawbatepollutionproblems
This  paper  - a product  of  the Interna.  key and those  who  cannot  earn enough  in developing  countries.  Tax  rew  nues  in
tional  Trade  Division,  International  Eco-  must be supported  by  the state.  To  coun-  developiW  countries  are too  low  to sup-
nomics  Department  - is part  of  a larger  teract  increasing  incomne  disparities,  so-  port  adequate  infrastructure  for  beating
effort  in the department  to analyze  and  cial  transfermmustbe  focusedmoreon  the  anddispodsing  of  wastes,  but te  problem
predictstructural  changes  in tradeand  to  poor. Eastern European  states are ill-  is ao  atibutable  tothe lassic  problem
identifyfactorsoperatingtorestraintrade.  preparedforthisrole.  They  have  noexpe-  of extermalities  in production  and con-
Copies  of this paper are avalable free  rience  in idenftifng the needy  and tar-  sumptin.aExternatitesmeansthatthe
from  the  World  Bank,  1818  H Street  NW,  geting  support  to them.  The  question  is,  cast of envirnmental degradation  are
Washington,  DC 2043$.  Please  contact  toward  which  world  of  welfare  capitaism  not  considered  by  the  private
Jean Jacobson,  room  87-035,  extnsion  are  the  formerly  socialist  countries  likely  ds  undertaking  the aetivi-
33710  (35  pages).  to evolve?  ties  that cause  the prolems.
Milanovic  contends  that the Central  Twotypesofpoliczesarecommonlyon-
European  countries  wil probable  evolve  sideredtto rrectthismarketfiailureand
1176. Cash Social Transfrs,  Direc  toward  the  coporatlstmodel  ofcontinen-  improve  the allocation  of  resources:  con.
Taxes,  and Income  DIstribution  tal Europe.  Capitalist  countries  in Eu-  mand.ndvootrolpolicies  (such  as emis-
In  Late Socialism  rope tend to have  large social  tranders  sionandabatementstandards)andmar-
that are often  related  to previous  earn-  lietbased  inntvepoliics  (suchasemis-
Branko  Milanovic  ings,  so they have  relatively  limited  roles  sions cares,  tas  on producdon and
(Septembe  1993)  in income redistrioution. Trasfers  are  consumption,  and marketable polution
closer  to social  insurance  than to social  quotas),  which  raise the price of such
The  formerly  socialist  countries  of Central  assistance.  activities  for  the perpetrato
and Eastern  Europe  iU  i-prepared to  The evolution  of more agricultural  Market-based  incentives  theoreticay
identify  the needy  and deliver  scua 8w-  Balkan*ountriesandtheSlavicrepublics  reduce  pollutionatleasteostandincrease
viewtothemn  Teq  qesdonis,towardwhich  of the  former  Soviet  Union  is mom  diffi-  goverment revenues,  but may require
world  of welfre  capitalism  are Eastern  cult to predict. Poorer  and more  agricul  coty  monitorng  tob  eflhctve,  and ae
Rw9opeonwctris  kely  to evole?  ture-based  countries  are genally  les  usually  implemented  in an envirmentPolcty ReSearch  Wotlng  PAe  Sode
of imperfect  information  about the costs  militar.YpendingwouldpositiuelYatimu-  Empirica studies have paid little atten-
of abatement. Sometimes  command-and-  late  world economic  renewaL  tion to the supplyside forces  behind the
control  policiesmiakemoreeconomicsense  export performance  of the Central and
in this environment.  BaffesandShahexaminethecomposition  Easteurn uropean countries f Bulgaria,
Efficiencygainsfrom  curbing  pollution  ofpublicspendinganditsimplicationsfor  Czechoslovakda,  Hunpry,  Poland, and
in developingcountriesmaybelarge.  Some  economic  growth.  Romania(CEE)inOECDmarketsafter
pollutingactivitiesaresubsidized,wscur-  They use a translog production  func-  the collapse  of  central planning.
tailing them brings both fiscal  and envi-  tionbytreatinggrossdomestieproductas  Kamlnski examines export develop-
ronmental benefits.  Taxing polluting  in-  the output and labor,  private  capital, and  ments in thee  countries in 1980-91,  fo-
puts and output  is a particularly  attrae-  several  typesofpublic  sectorcapitalstacks  cuing on how transformation programs
tive  policy  In developing  countries,  which  as the inputs, using time-series data for  affected trade. OECD market  noD  rwe-
often lack experience  in administering  25 countries for 2965-84,  ceivethree-fourthsofCEE.bexport..sus.
and enforcing  other types ofenvironmen-  The  production  functions  ofall but four  taining  this market penetration  is crucial
tl  regulation.  Corrective  taxes  make use  countries  exhibited  increasing  returns to  for countries malidng  the transition to
of  existing  administrative  structures and  scale. The highest output elasticity was  market-based  economies.  Kaminski pro-
increase  taxrevenues, which  can  be spent  for  human resource  development  capital,  vides  insight into the impact attransfor-
onpubliegoodstoimproveezwironmental  followed  by private capital and labor.  mation-cum-stabilization programs on
quality(includingtreatmentfacilitiesfor  Outputelasticityofinfrastucturecapital  export perfomance. These insights are
water and sewage, waste disposal, and  was  found  to be relatively  small,  with the  relevant  to former centrally  planned
sanitation) orcanbe used toreduce other  exception of Latin American countries  economies  that have  yet torestoremacro-
taxes(wbichwareftenhighlydistortinary  where  it exhibixted  relatively high  values.  economic  equilibrinum  and  to liberalize
in countries with a narrow tax base).  Mlitmrycapital  hadnegative  output elas.  prices.
Whichgoodsandinputstosingleoutfor  ticity in slightly more than half of the  aminaki  examines  the expert perfor-
coectve  taxation depends  on the main  cases  considered.  mance of the CEE-5  before and after the
sources of pollution, which varies from  Theresultssuggestthatreshapingpub-  collapse  of central planning. He finds a
country to country. Air pollution from  lie spending  priorities  in favor of human  close link between export performance
vehicles is growing in many countries,  resource development and  away from  and the  decision to move quickly to a
where  increased  fuel taxes,  perhaps  military pendingwouldpositivelystimu-  market-based economy.  Countries that
coupled with improved regulations for  late world  economic  renewal.  removedadministmtivecontrolsonprices,
vehicle  maintenance, may be desirable.  This paper - a product of the Public  devalued currency, introduced unified
Higher  taxes on high-sulphur  coal would  Economics  Division,  Policy  Research  De-  exchangerates,andlibeaizedtradealso
curb both  industrial  and household  emis-  partment-  was presented at the 1993  expanded exports. Bulgaria and Rome-
sions  of sulphur diaoxde.  Charges can be  Annual Meetings of the American Eco-  niacrippledbymacroeconomicchaosand
implemented for  fixed-site  easy-to-moni-  nomic  Association  in Anaheim, Califor-  vacillating  macroeconomic  reform,  regis.
tor industrial emissions.  Subsidies to  nia, in  January 1993.  Copies  ofthe paper  tered drops in both exports and imports
industries that cause pollution  should  be  are available fee from the World  Bank,  Kaminski suggests that  differences
phasedoutandthoseindustriesshouldbe  1818 H  Street  NW, Washington, DC  among Czechoslovakia,  Hungary, and
subjected to  higher-than-average  tax  20433.PleasecontactCarlinaJones,room  Poland  (CEE-3)  had little to do  with pre-
rates.  N1O-063,  extension  37699  (15  pages).  vious trends in export performance,  ex-
This paper - a product  of the Public  ternal economic  factors, and earlier at-
Economics  Division,  Policy  Research  De-  tempts at trade reform.  The  expansion  of
partment-ispartofalargereffortin  the  1179. Now the Market Transition  exports in  1990-92  represented a  dra-
departmenttoevaluatefiscainstrumnents  Affected Expoft Performanc  matic reversal of trends prevalent in %e
for enviroanental  p-otection. Copies  of  fit the Central  Europoan  priortwodecades Thesurgeinexporteis
thepaperareavalablefreefromtheWorld  Economies  explained neither by the length of time
Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington,  experimenting  with foreign trade under
DC  20433. Please contact CarinaJones,  Bartlomied  Kainsli  central plannig  nor by earlier trends in
roomNlO-63,extenson37699(74pages).  (September  1993)  competitiveness  in OECD)  markets.
The driving  force  of export growth  was
TMe appears to be a cose link between  manfactures,  some of them redirected
1178. ProductIvity Of Pubilc  exotperformanoeandthedeidiontomove  from CMEA  markets, primarily to Ger-
Spending,  Sectoral Allocation  quickly  to  a market-basd  economy.  Coun-  many. The seveing of lirns that used to
Choices,  and Economic Growth  tres that removed  admnitratve  contros  bind the economies  of the CMEA  had a
on pries,  devalued  currency,  introduced  less destructive impact an the  foreign
John  Baffes  and  Anwar  Shah  unifiedexcha  We  mtes,  a  ndlberlizedirde  trade performance  of the CEE- than one
(Sptember  1993)  alsoexpandedexports.  Therivcngforeof  might have expected4
export  growmh  in  five Central  and Eastenm  The fact that exports to the CMEA  fell
The mode result suggest  that reshaping  European  countries was manufactures,  at the same time that exports elsewhere
public spending  priritie  in favor of  hu-  some  of  them redirectd from CMEA  mar-  (often of the same products) increased
maanresourcedevelopmentandawayfrom  kets,  pnmarily to Germany.  suggests  a causal  relationship.Policy  Resoearc  WoWng  PaerSeies
This  paper-aproduct  ofthe Interna-  * The tax benefits  that industrial and  use of  healthre  ser  sortoadopteand
tiontd  Trade  Division,  International Eco-  developng  countries  get from U.S.  affili-  maintain better health habits.
nomics  Department  - is part of a larger  ates,as measured  by average  income  and  Bogetic  and Heffley  desci*,  an alter.
effort in the department to analyze the  payroll  tax rates, are waning.  The down-  native health insurance strucre  first
transition from central planing  to mar-  ward trend in tax rates sugges  an in-  adopted in Mendocino  County, Califor-
ket-based  economies.  Copies  of the paper  creased international competition  t  at-  nra,  in 17,  and compare  it with  convyn-
are available  fiee from the World  Bank,  tract foreign  direct investment  tin  forms ofinsurance.  The Mendocino
1818  -H Street  NW, Washington, DC  The reduction  in average tax rates on  or 'stay-wellr plan offers conmer  di-
20433. Please contact Pauline Kokila,  U.S.  investment abroad and the relative  reetincentivestcontroldthruseo  healt
room  87-040,  extension  33716(38  pages).  shift  toward Investment in industrw  care servies  and  to adopt healthier
countries suggests a  tougher  climate  liftyles  How well this insurance can
ahead for developing  countries that wish  contain health care co0St  depends  on the
1180. The Financing and Taxation  to attact  foreign  direct  investment.  size of the incentives and consumer re-
of U.S.  Direct Inesf ment  Abroad  One strategy for attracting foreign  in  sponsiveness  to them.
vestmentwouldbetodeepenthedomestic  Conditions in some developing  coun-
larnyHulzla  financial  market so a multinational can  tries and in many countries moving to
(Sepm  e1993)  attract additional lending  capital in the  market-based economies  - overuse of
host country  itself. Another approach  is  service, poor health halbit, and dech-
A reduction  in average  tax rates on U.S.  loca  eqtyparticipationinforeigndirect  ing real incomes  - improves the lklui-
investment  abroad  and a relative  shift of  investment to lessen the incentives  for  hood  of a favorable  response  to such in-
US. investment  toward  industrial coun-  host countries to  tax foreign  investments  centives.
tries,  ther than developing  oounries.  highly.  How  to structure the stay-well  sysem
sagwet8 a tougher  cimate ahead forde.  Thispaper-aproductofthe  Debt and  depends  on  the country,  but the stay-wel
veojg  counries  at  wuh  to atturact  Intemational Finance  Division,  Interna-  plan is a genera, flexible  form of insur-
fIwgn  diect investment  tionalEconomiesDepartment-ispartof  ance that  subsumes most conventional
alargereffortin  the department  to study  plans as specal cases.  The rewads  for
Huizinga examines  the financing  of  U.S.  the effect of taxation of foreign direct  lowusemighttakemanylforms.Asinthe
drect investment abroad. Using a theo-  investment.  Copies  ofthe paper are avail-  Mendocino  plan, the rewards might be a
reticalmodel.hefirstexamineshowhome  able free from the World  Bank, 1818 H  credit to a retirement sccount, but they
country  investors  can use debt finance to  StreetNW,Wasbington,DC20433.Pleasse could  just  as easly  be annual cash re-
reduce  theirhosteountry taxhliatyill  and  comutact  Rose  Vo,  room 88-042,  extension  bates or credits against out-of-pocket  es-
to reduce the capital Investment distor-  31047  (29  pages).  penses that  exceed an individua's  or
tion attributable to forign  taxes.  fais  spending  goal  in a fture  period.
Empirically,  U.S. affiliates are shown  Admini  of the stay-well plan
touse leverae  in high  tax  enviromnents  1181. RefWining Health Cae:  appeas  not tobeunduly complex.  any-
andistuationswheretheaffiliatesface  A Ca  for  Stay-Well  Health  tng,  incorporating  stay-wel incentives
high  foreign  wage  bills relative to assets.  Insurance  in a single-payer  or national health care
This confirms the notion that leverage  systemwouldbesimplerthanincorporat-
can be used to ward off  host country  tax  Zeklco  Boge;ic  and  Dennis  nefy  ing them in a self-insured  fund. The suc-
and wage  pressures on the firm.  (Septmber  1993)  cess ofthe plan hines  on whetherincen-
Huizinga examines what characteris-  tives shift the frequency  distribution of
tics of foreign direct investment deter-  Many health care r4brm proposals ex-  health care spending  by reducing  unnec-
mine the average host country tax rats  pand isurnce  covwerage  without finda-  essary utilization in the shortrun  and
paid. Generally, the taxation of foreign  mentally  chang  the  structure ofhealth  through better health care  habits, reduc-
direct investment is positively  related to  insurance. The stay-weU  plan  used in  ing long-run  costs.
the ratio ofa fin's  plant and equipment  MendocinoCounty.  Califjrnia,  since  1979,  Despite additional payments to low
spending to its  assets, and  negatively  offers  an alenative  insurance  structwv  users, the stay-well plan could be less
related to the size of the wage bill. Host  that provides direct inetives  for con-  expensive  than conventional  plans with
countriesappeartochargelowertaxesin  sumeus to control utilization and adopt  similar coverage. As in any insurance
cases where U.S.  direct investors abroad  heathier lifestyle.  plan, solvency is enhanced by larger
pay high wage bills to labor within the  groups,  better risk-pooling,  economies  of
host country.  All  countries-whetherindustrial,  devel-  scale in admintration  and claims pro-
Certain trends emerge from the data.  oping,orintransitiontoamarketeconomy  cessing, and greater  bargaining power
* Thereis arelative shifta fU.S. direct  - are interested  in health care reform.  A  with health care providers.
investment  abroad toward  the industrial  central focus  of reform everywhere  is to  This paper - a product  of the Country
coctries.  make  patients more  responsive  to health  Operations  Division,  Europe  and Central
* Debt finane  of direct investment is  care costas  wthout diluting  the protection  Ada, Country Deatment  I - is part of
becoming  more important in industrial  offered  by public  or private  insuance.  an effort in the region to strengthen the
countries and less important in develop-  Conventional  insurance offie custom-  emphasis  on the anaDysis  of sl  sector
ingcountries.  ers little incentive to monitor their own  issues. Coi  of the paper are avalable10  Pollcy ResawMh  Woklng Paper  Sfles
free fiom the World  Bank, 1818  H Street  monitoring. Yet Central and  Eastern  1113. Who  Would  Vote  for  lnflation
NW,  Washingto, DC  20433.  Please con-  Europeanindusialstrucuresutndtobe  In Brazi?  An lntegrated
tactFaith Smith,  room  H55-245,  extension  quite highly  concentrated.  There may be  Falu  Approach  tO InflStion
3072(17  pages).  other benefits  to preserving  such  concen-  and lncom  Distribution
tration  in  some  industries,  but
antiinonopoly  and privatizatlon policies  Chelh Kan and  JacouesM  s
112. Corporae Governace  shouldnotleave  the govrnanceissueout  (September  Ms98)
In Central  and Easern Europe:  of the equation.
Lessons fom Advanced Maret  Finally, there is clearly an important  Are  8vil'*  delays in adting  a stobil.
Economies  anddifficultrdeoffbetween  theefficacy  .tionpgrom  rela  etothefinding tha
of corporate  governance  and ooncerns  of  Brali'shhigh  s  an  hAats  the  wer  and
Cheryl  W.  Gray  and  Rebecca  J. Hanson  safety and soundness  in financial  inter-  middl class far morw  than the rih, who
(September  1998)  mediaries.  The United States represents  insula&te  theamelves  from  its effects  by tkh
one extreme, where concerns of safety  ing advantage  of h4gh  real inest  rates
The countries  of Central  and  Eastern  Eu-  and  soundness  dominate,  limiting  active  on demand  deposits?
rape  need to erron  the sideofatrongerand  participation  in corpoate  governance  by
more active cwrporate  govenwance.  Ger.  banks, insurance  companies, pension  Most studies of how inflation affecta  in-
manandJapanese models  mayoffersome  funds, and mutual funds. Germany and  come  distribution fous only  on wages  or
clue&  Japan  are on the other side, allowing  the inflation tax. Kane and Morisset  ar.
financial intermediaries (and other re-  gue that this approh comd  be mislead-
Pattems ofcorporat  ownership  and  gov.  lated firms) a major voice in corporate  ing as  it  ignores important  channels
ernance in advanced market economies  governance.  Unfortunately,  this tradeoff  through which inflation affects income
vary immensely, the result not only of  isevenmoredifficultinCentralandEast-  distribution.
policy  choice  but of cultural and political  em Europebecauseofthelackofalterna-  The authors  present  an  integrated
differences  and historical aeident. None  tive tools to achieve  either goal. On the  framework  that combines  interest-bear-
of  those pattems can be copied  wholesale  one  hand, legal and information  systems  ing assets with labor income and cash
onto the Central and Eastern European  are relatively  weak,  malungit difficult  to  holdings. This allows them to desie
soene.  But the experiences  of Germany,  identify  and eliminate  irresponsible  self-  clearly the conditions  under which  infla-
Japan, and the United States do point to  dealingbyfiduciariesintheintermediary  tion will create gainers and loses
certain lens  and tradeoffs that  the  institutions. Furthermore, the high de-  TheyapplythemodeltoBrazil,whichis
Central and EasternEuropean countries  gree of visk in these economies  argues  a  prime candidate for this e"er  be-
should conider.  strongly  in favor  of diversigcation  on the  cause its economy  combnes skewed  in-
First, there is probaly  some tradeoff  grounds of safety and soundness.  On the  comedistributionandhighinfiatio.They
between the distribution of wealth and  other hand, product, capital, and labor  showthatinBazlinfiationhelpedwvesen
the efficacy  ofcorporate  governance  in an  markets  are often underdeveloped, so  income distribution in the 198  Their
economy.Theoryandtosomeextentprac-  there may be few other constraints to  maJor  findings are as follows:
tice support the view that tighter owner-  discipline  company  manage  in the ab-  * In 1980-89,  the inflation-induced  in-
ship patterns lead tobettercorporate per-  sence of aetive  sheholder  monitoring.  comelossfor  thelowestquintileinBrazil
formance. But  more widely dispersed  This paper - a product  of the Transi-  was an estimated 19 percent a year, of
ownership patterns  clearly have other  tion and  Macro-Adjustment Division,  which 16 percent is attributable to the
economic  and social  beneiits that are im^  Policy  Research  Department-  is part of  erosion of real wages  and the rest to the
pertantin the Central and  Eastern Euro-  a larr  effort in the department to ana-  inflation tax.
pean context and to some extent (along  lyze the economic  impact of legal reform  * During the  sme  period, Brazil's
withspeed)motivatethe %assprivatiza-  inCentralandEasternEurope.Thestudy  middle class, which lost close to 30 per-
tion! plans.  The use of  institutional  inter-  was fiinded  by the BanVs  Research Sup-  centofitsannualincome, was devastated
mediaries  and creative  legal frameworks  port Budget under the research project  because of its lmited access to indexed
toconcentratevoicemorethanownership  aCorporate  Governance  in  Central Eu-  assets.
maybe apartial solution  to the dilemma.  rope  O  (0  678-42).  Copies  of this paper  * But the richest quintile managed  to
Strongerandmorecanmittedvoicemight  are available free from the World Bank,  insulate itself from inflation bY taking
alsobegainedbyencouragingownership  1818 H  lftreet NW, Washington, DC  advantage of high real interest on de-
by parties with other long-term contrac-  20433.  Please  contactMaxine  Berg,  room  mand deposits - without losing from
tual interests, whether as suppliers,  em-  Ni1-057, extension 31450  (30  pages).  reduced labor income. Had real asset
ployess, or creditors.  and subsidized credt  been considered in
Second,thereislikelytobesometrmdeoff  the analysis, the regressive  effects  of in-
betwen  industrial  structure and the effi-  flation would probably have been even
cacy of corporate governance. Given a  worse,  say Kane and Morimt.
certain  dispersion of ownership in  an  This raises a question: Do these find-
economy,  smaller firms  mean fewer  own-  ings about the  distributional effects of
ers,greaterstakesperowner,andgreater  inflation help explain Brals  delys  in
incentivesandlowercosttforshareholder  adopting  a stabilization  program?Policy  Reseac Worl9ng  Paper  Serles  I_
This  paper - a product of the Latin  who  handles and pays for  common  main-  gram in agriclture.
America and  the  Caribbean, Country  tenance.  * Adopting  a European Community-
Department I - is part of a larger effort  Commander  and Jackson argue that a  type common  agricultural policy (CAP)
in the department to understand the so-  more systmatic  general program of di.  ystem in Hungary.
cial dimensionsofinfation. Copies  ofthe  vestiture in housing is essential. Part of  Theauthorsestimatetheconsquences
paper are availabe free from the World  thlsmustbeanexplicitnewinstitutiona  of all polivies by using a  smll  open-
Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington,  arrangementforaddressingthemanage-  ecoamnycomputablegeneral  equilibrium
DC  20433.  Please  contact  Tania  mentproblem.Thequalityofthehousing  model  forHungy,  calibratedtotheyear
Hollestelle,  room  17-041,  extension  3068  stock varies gr;atly, ea they wsggest  a  1990.
(29  pag").  scheme  and possible  financing  for damp-  They estimate the tariff equivalent  of
ening the large-scale  efects of pvatiza-  the import licenses through a  detailed
tion and for  ensuring  a minimum  level  of  study of  price  comparisons,  the flrst of  its
1184.  ProvidIng Soial  Benefts  quality  for divested  housing  stock.  kind for Hungary.
in Russia: Redeflning the Roles  They discuss the divestiture and re-  Imposing a  CAP  ystem,  they find,
of  Flrns and Governnent  lated financing  problems  in a number  of  would  be a costly  step backward  for Hun-
settings. What  happens,  for  example,  in a  gary, especially  as the long-run  trend in
Simon  Commander  and  Richard  Jackman  company  town when  the company  ceases  Hungarian agricultural policy  has been
(September  1993)  operation? Who covers benefits for the  toward less intervention and more reli
workers  left without  ajob?  What  compen-  ance on  the market. A CAP  system  would
Providing  for workers'social  benefs  is a  satory financial  supports are provided  in  significantly  increaso the governmentes
brake  on the cmpettiveness of Russian  such a town, given existing budget ar-  fiseal problems.
firms  But payig  tawes  that alow  the  rangements?  Import  proteetion  and expert subsidies
govuenew  to provide benefits is no  a  This paper-a  product  of  the National  are costly,  inefficient policies.  The most
soution either.  The  mainproblem  ishous-  Economic  Management Division, Eco-  importantpoicyconclusion,theycontend,
ing and a systematic  prqoam of divesti-  nomicDevelopmentlnstitute-ispartof  has to do with the piecemeal  sequencing
tue may  bethe criticalfirst  step.  This  wiU  a larger effort in the Bank to understand  of reforms  in the presence  of both export
invokve  tackling  issues offinancing, own-  the functioning  of labor  markets in tran-  subsidies and import licenses.  Removing
ership, and common  property.  sitionaleconomies.Thestudywas  fmded  import licenses while export subsidies
by the Bank's Researh Support Budget  remain would  generate  byproduct  distor
Russian firms commonly  provide many  under research project'Labor  Markets  in  tions in the export  market and  little gan
nonmonetarybenefitstoworkers,includ-  Transitional Socialist  Economiese  (RPO  in welfre. The piecemeal  removal of  ex-
ing such social  benefits as housing and  677-S0).Copiesofthispaperareavailable  portsubidies,however,wouldnotgener-
someaspects feducatlonandhealthcare.  free from the World  Bank, 1818  H  Street  ate byproduct distortion, so substantial
Nonmonetay benefits  mayamount to  35  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433. Please con-  gains could be expected - but at  the
percent of  labor costs,  which  is high comn-  tact Olga  del  Cid,  room  M3-047,extension  expense of greater adjustment costs
pared with OECD  countries. In a market  35195  (41  pages).  Tofiucilitateunderotandingafthiscom-
economy,  most of these benefits  would  be  monly used type of general equibrium
provided  by local governments.  model,  they explain the results by using
Commander  and Jackson explain why  1185. Reforming Hungarian  supply-and-demand  graphs of the agri-
the obvious  solution-tranderring  social  Agricultural Trade  Policy:  cultural sector.
benefits  and services from firms to local  A Quantitative  Evaluation  This paper - a product of the Trade
government  or other agencies  -is  not so  Policy  Division,  Policy  Research Depart-
simple.Atthesametime theyo "tiinesthe  MQrrs  B.  Morbwe  and David 0. Tarr  ment - is part of a larger effort in the
inefficiencies  associated with firms pro-  (September  1993)  department  to assess the impac of trade
viding such services and benefits. They  beralizationintransitioneeonomies.Cop-
explore  the issues involved  in calculating  Import  protection,  export  subsidies,  anda  ies of the paper are available  fee from  the
how social  benefits  should be divided  be-  potentalcmmonaguiAumlpolicy(CAP)  World  Bank, 1818  H StreetNW,  Wshing-
tweenfirmsandthegovernmentandiden-  system  are  al  shown to be costly  to Hun-  ton,  DC  20433.  PleasecontactNellieArtis,
tifyproblemsand optionsassociated  with  gary in terms of  lost  welfre. The  proposed  room  NIO-013,  extension  37947  (28  pages,
the transition to a new division  of  rights  CAP system  ouuld  alo  significantly  in-  plus 11 pages  of appendix).
and responsibilities.  rease  the  governmens fisal  problems.
The main problem  is housing.  After a
government decree in  February  1993,  Morkre and Tarr quantitatively as8s  1186. Recent Estimates  of Capital
steps have been taken to accelerate pri-  the consequences  for Hungary of three  FlIght
vatization,  but they have  been  piecemeal.  types of policies:
The main stumbling  block is the financ-  * Removing  quantitative import re-  Stgn  Claessens  and DavidNaud6
ing and management of comnmon  prop-  straints  in agriculture, both for all  of  (Sepember  1993)
erty. The problemof free riders and the  agriculture  and for each of five separate
lack of an appropriste institutional set-  agricultural products.  Fstimatesofaqpitflightcal  uteusng
ting is  iely  to exacerbate problems of  * Removing  the exrt  sbidy  pro-  seesrazmethodokstesdonadier  wid6y.Pollsy  Reseafch  Wo,  kng Paper  Seris
Capitol  flht  io more  widespread  than  88-042,  extension  31047.  (27  pages).  For  To  reduce  risk, countries  should  mek
c¢mmonty  aswned and,  relve  to GDP,  individual  country  data, available  on a  debt  contrase  in which  debt  service  pay-
evenly  distibute  The  capifliht-GDP  floppy  disk,  contct Shelley  Fu,  extension  ments  vary  positively  with  their  terms  of
Lwow  cme is  cose to the  45ree  fine  33886  (fix 477.0661).  trade.  Results  indicate  that inflation-in-
dexed  debtismostdesirableontbisscore.
Researchers  and policymakers  have in  Warnerexaminesonlyextremeoptions,
reent years  paid  considerable  attention  1187. How  ShouldSovereign  with all debt of one type. The optimal
to the phenomenon  of capital  flight.  Re-  Debtor  Restructure  Their  Debts?  strategy  would  probably  entail al three
oearchershavefocusedonfourquestions:  Fixed Interest  Rate@,  Flexble  kinds  of  borrowing.  And  the paper  does
What  concept  should  be used  to measure  Interest  Rates, or lnlatlon.llndexed  not  examine  options  for  efficient  intena-
capitalfght?Whatflgureforcapitalflight  tional iisk-sharing.
will  emerge,  using  this  measure?  Can  the  Andrew  Wamer  This  paper- a product  of  the Interna-
Dcurrenceandmantudeofcapitalflight  (september  1993)  tional Economic  Analysis  and Prospects
be  explained  by certain  (economic)  vari-  Divion,lnternationalEconomisDepart-
Ebles?  What  poliy changes  can  be useful  Theprmmptonhat  fled-rate debis, in  ment  - is part of a larger  effort  in the
to  reverse capital flight?  general,  les  risky than flexible-rate  debt  department to understand the links  be-
Claessens and Naud6 focus  strictly on  is historically  inaccurate~  In some  orn-  tween the international economic  envi-
presenting  estimates of capital flight us-  mcn  circumstanoes,  flexible-rate  brrow.  ronment  and the growth  proess in devel-
ug a number of alternative methodolo-  ing  actuawly  reduces  net ris  - whether  oping countries. Copies  of the paper are
Oes.  In their discwsion  of these method-  debt  serwvicepaymens  areindewd  to  nomi.  available  free from  the World  Bank, 1818
ilogies,  they show that although the ap.  nal interest  rates  or to inflation in indu-  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
-roaches  to measuring  capital flight dif-  trial countries.  Please contact Jacquelyn Queen, room
er, the Identities  used  in balance  of  pay-  S8-216,  extension  33740  (35  pages).
nent data  make  them  close  in final  mea-  Can  developing  countnes  affect  the  van-
murement.  In particular, the so-called  ance  ofreal  imports  solely  by  altering  the
iorldBankresidualandDooleymethods  way debt service is paid? The answer,  1188. DevelopmfnbtalSM,
- presented  in the past as very  different  says  Warner,  is a qualified  yes.  Soclallsm,  and  Free Mail
tpproches  to measuring  capital flight-  The  presumption  that fixed-rate  debtis  Refonm: Three  Decades of Income
ctually  produce  similar  measurements.  less risky than flexdble-rate  debt is his-  OlStIbUtIon In Chile
Claessens  and Naudd  discuss  the data  tonically  inaccurate  as a general  proposi-
ed  for  calculatingcapital  flight  and  the  tion. Using annual data for 1970-90,  Mario  Mvd &W  Andrd  SolUmano
Ldjustment  ftht must be made. They  Warner  shows  that for  many  developing  (September  1998)
wresent  aggregate  capital  flight figures  countries,  flexible-rate  borrowing  actu-
wing  the various  measures  for 84  devel-  ally reduced  net risk - whether  debt  How  do  he  powost  40  perent fa  under
ping  countries.  service  payments  were  indexed  to nomi-  market-rinted reform?  Lowr uncome
The  figures  show  a pattern of  increas-  nal  interestrates  or toinflation  in indus-  groups  sffer  whe  red wage ta  ad
rgeapitalflightuntil  1988,followedbya  trial countries.  The  covariance  terms  are  uneaphomentincreams  Thentheirsitu-
eturn offlight  capital between  1989  and  larger and more  often  positive  with  infla.  ation improves  as medium-term  growth
991.  tion than with nominal  interest rates.  takes off and conditions  improve in the
Claessens  and Naude  present  regional  Warner  presents  a macro-model  of  the  labor  market.  A sort  of Ku2nets  relation
ggregatesofcapitalflightandrankcoun-  industrial  countries  to organize  thoughts  can be traced  be'ween  reform  and distri-
ries  and regions  by the level  of capital  aboutthecomovementsofthesevariables  bution.
ight relative to GDP.  They  find that  in response  to shocks.  The  terms  of  trade
ipital flight is more widespread  than  of  developing  countries  are  linked  to this  After relatively  stable  income  distribu-
xnmonly  assumed  and,  relative  to GDP,  model  by  the  assumption  that the  level  of  tion in the 1960s,  and a redistribution
i rather evenly  distributed.  The  capital  demand  in industrial  countries  positively  towardlow-incomegroupsunderAlBende,
ight-GDP  Lorenz  curve  is above  the 45-  affects  the terms of trade of developing  income  shares  declined  for  the  40  percent
greeline,indicatingthatcountrieswith countries.  of  the population  (low-  and lower-middle
smaller  GDP  have  more  capital  flight  The  worst-case  scenario  for  developing  income  groups)  under  Pinochet.  The  top
an one  would  expect  if it were  distrib-  countries  is flexible  interest  rate borrow-  20 percent  benefited  most from the in-
ted  proportionate  to GDP.  ing  combined  with  monetary  contrsttion  come  shift  away  from  low-income  groups.
Thispaper-aproductoftheDebtand  intheindustrialworld,whichraisesnomi-  Under  Aylwin,  the income  share of the
iternational  Finance  Division,  IntOrna-  nal interest  rates,  reduces  inflation,  and  bottom  40 percent  returned to previous
onalEconomicsDepartment-ispartof  worsens  the  terms  of trade  of developing  levels,  but the  share  of  the  top  20  percent
larger  effort  in the department  to studY  countries.  To the  extent  that developing  remained  above  its pre-1973  historica
ie  integration  ofdevelopingcountries  in  countries  want  toavoidthisscenario,bor-  average.
Drld  financial  markets. Copies  of the  rowing  at either fixed  interest rates or  Marcel  and Solimano  show  that in the
uper  are available  free  from  the World  inflation-indexed  rates would  be prefer-  first years  of  market-riented  reform  in-
mk, 1818  H Street NW,  Washington,  able  to borrowing  at flexible  nominal  in-  come  for the poor deteriorated,  chiefly
a 20433.  Please  contact  Rose  Vo,  room  terest  rates.  becauseofpersistenthighunemploymentPolicy Reseewh  Working  Paper Series  13
and a squeeze  on the real minimum  wage  1189.  Can  Communist Economies  tainedwithoutfurtherreforms,including
and other  wage  categories.  Transfonhn  Incrementally?  China's  thereformoTbanling,  taxation,andprop-
The hare ofthe middle  class(the third  Expeftnce  erty rights.
and fourth quintiles) in national income  This paper - a product  Of  the Trand-
declinedbyanaverage3percentap points  Alan  Gelb,  Gary  Jeffeson,  and Iujit  Sin&gh tion and  Macro-Adjustment Division,
during 1974-89  -because  ofeutbacks  in  (September  1993)  Policy  Research  Department  - is part of
public sector employment  and  steadily  two  Bank research projects:  "Enterprise
declining  public  sector wagps.  Hw  does  China's  approach  to rfom-  Behavior  and Economic  Reforms:  A  Com-
Recession with high  unemployment  incrementally  removiAng  constraints  on  parative Study in Central and Eastern
especiallyhurtsthepoor,andgrowthdoes  market  behavior-square  with  the oppos-  Europe,'andIndustialReformandPro-
not equalize  conditions  until it strength-  ing 'big bangthesis thatpartl  reform  is  ductivity in Chinese Entepies  (RPO
ens labor markets.  Only when Chile's  probabNy  worse  than no reform  because  it  675-38).  Copesofthisp  aperareavailabe
economy  approached  full capacity,  when  leaveseconomicagentsconstrainedneither fiee from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street
wages rose and unemployment  dropped  by  plan nor  by markets?  Are  there  rational  NW,  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please cn-
to a historic low hi the early i990s, did  bsses forthcsewidelydifferentapproaches  tact  PRDTM,  room N11-066,  extension
income  distribution  for the poor  improve.  to fundamentl  economc change?  If so,  37471(39  pages).
Ifgrowthcontinuesandinvestmentgrows  what i  transferabe  from  China?
even  faster, as in the past two  years, the
labor  market will remain tighter than in  Gelb,  Jefferson,  and Singh  try to answer  1190. The  Government's  Role
anyperiodinthepast30yearsanddistri-  important questions: How important Is  In Japanese  and Korean Credit
bution may improve  more  significantly.  the phasing  of political  and economic  lib-  Markets:  A New institutional
lsaliberalizedeconomycompatiblewith  eralization and the active (versus pas-  Economics Perspective
social  equity? Macel and Solimano  show  sive) role of the state in reform? What
that initially income  distribution  deterio-  lessons  can be learned about comprehen-  Yoon  Jo Cho  and Thom"s  Hellmann
rated  under reform, chiefly  because of  sive top-down  reform as opposed  to ex-  (September  1993)
maoeconomic  crises and  subsequent  perimentalbottom-upreforms?Aboutfast
high unemployment  and depressed real  versusslowliberalizationandopeningup  Governmentled creit  allocation  in the
wages. However,  it is not clear that trade  of the economy?  About  the need to estab-  early stages  of Korea's  and Japan's ewo-
liberalization and deregulation are  so-  Ush full private property rights at  the  nomic  development  helped  overomw  per-
cially  regressive,  though  the market out-  beginning  of reform?  About  refortm's  im-  vaswemarketimpefedinsbutincased
comes that  dominate in  a  liberalized  plications for welfire and distribution?  the risk ofentreAced  interets  and insi-
economy  may generate a failure in the  Can China's excellent performance  be  tutionalinertia.Inbotheountries,govern-
labor market that  social policy should  linked to particular reform measures,  or  mentinolvementdiminihedascompei-
correct.  does it reflect distinctive initial condi.  tivecapitalmarwetsandlieosalomer-
There is more potential for improving  tions or soeil  and demographic  factors?  ates  expanded  with economic  growth
the quality  of  social  services  todaythanin  Is China's  performance  sustainable  with-
the past, but targeting of social  services  out more  comprehensive  transformation,  Cho  and Hellmann discuss  the effective-
should be designed to prevent the "pay-  or does it reflect transient gains that are  nessofcreditpoliciesintheearlystagesof
erty trap." Targeting and social  policies  substantiallyexhausted? Amonglessons  economic  development  in Japan and Ko-
should  be designed  to  encourage  personal  China offers  are the following.  rea  Ibey  examine the importance of
efforts to escape poverty and  to avoid  * Partialreformcansucceedinraising  institutionalarrangementsformanaging
alienating middle-income  groups.  productivity  in agriculture  and industry;  credit policies  In the two  countries.
This paper - a product  of the Transi-  industrial produetivity  has grown very  They emphasize  participatory govern-
tion and  Macro-Adjustment Division,  rapidly in the nonstate sector  but also in  ment intervention, wherein credit poli-
Policy  Research Department  - was pre-  state enterprises.  cies  could  be viewed  as part ofan  internal
pared for the conference "The Chilean  * A'big bang is not economically  nec-  allocation  mechanism:  Government,
Economy-PolicyLessonsandChallenges,  essary unless justified by the need to  banks, and large industri  firms maybe
organized by the Brookings Institution  address macroeconomic  imbalances.  said to have  fomed what the authors caU
andheldinWashington,IDCinApril  1993.  * There may be virtue in a decentral-  a"government-ledinternatorganizatione
Copies  of this  paper are available free  ized, "bottom-up"  approach to reform.  (GLIO). They examine the theoretical
from  the World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  *  Rapid  privatization  is not necessary  foundations  for this view  and discuss  the
Washington,  DC 20433. Please contact  for successful  reform,  but it is important  implications for the efficiency  of credit
Susana Florez,  room N11-017,  extension  to diversify  ownersip and encourage  the  allocations.
39075  (48  pages).  entry of new firms.  They  argue that In early economic  de-
* Small-scale  privatization  and the lib-  velopment  such a participatory  approach
eralizationofdistnibutionandservicesec-  may have  helped overcome pervasive
te  areslikelytohavethefastestpayoffin  market imperfections. But there were
the reform  of property  rights.  also significant danges: problems  of en-
* China'srapidgrowthmomentumand  trenchedinterestsandinstitutionaliner-
macroeconomic  stility  cannot be sus-  ;ia.14  Policy  R  rawh  WO*Ikng  Pape Se
In both countres,  the relative impor.  Mexicanexportesprobablyroeiveonly  1192. Effecs  of  Tax Reform
tance Of  GLIO gradually diminished as  afractionofavailablerents,saysBannrs.  on Argentina's  Revenues
competitivecapitalmarketsandlargecon  ter. The welfare  implieations  of MFA  re-
gleraentes("privatelyledintemnorgajni  strictions, and of market imperfections  Jaces  Morileset  and  Aljando  quierda
zationseexpandedwitheconomicgro,th.  that might  lead to rent-sharing, are thus  (September  1993)
This  paper-a  product  otthe FinanciaI  not as significant  in Meaxico  as they  might
Sect4rDevelopmentDepartment-ispart  be in countries for which  conditions  are  In Areneina, ohaes  in tax kcgilation,
of a larger Warld Bank research project  more restrictive. But even for the few  tax administration, and inividual  tax.
on tho effetiveness of credit policies in  rents generated  in Mhxico's  case,  some  payers'attitudes toward tax euasion  im-
East Asia.  Copies  of the paper are avail.  rent-shaing is taking place.  proved  tax revenues.  Here  is a  wethod  to
able fiee from the World  Bank, 1818 H  Bannister tests the existence  ofperfect  measure  how much.
StreetNW,Washington,DC243&P1ease  markets and rent-sharing for six groups
contact  Tbmoko  lihibe, room  N9-037,  sx-  of Meican apparel exports to the United  Too  often, a good tax policy proposad  is
tension 376i6(30 page).  States between  1981  and 1990:  sweaters,  conidered sufficient  to improve the tax
trousers, men's  coats, women's  coats, wo-  system  -too  little consideration  Is given
ven shirts, and underwea.  to  wenesses  in tax administration,  per-
1191.  Rent-Sharing  In  the Muftl-  There are  con8istent differences  be-  haps beaue  of measurement  problems.
Fibre Anrangement:  The Case  tween the unit value of U.S. production  Analyzinglegal  and administrative  mea-
of Mexico  and the Moico export f.ob. price of ap-  suesandquantitativelyevaluatingtheir
parel in the U.S. market adjusted for  impact  on taxrevenuesisgeneralyardu-
Geo1rey  J. Balmister  tariffs and transpot  costs.  The adjusted  ous.
(September  1993)  price of Mexican  exports is consistently  Morissetandlzquierdodevelopasimple
below  the price  forUS. producUon,  which  approach to assessing how tax effort af-
Market  power affets  the distribution of  suggests  that rent-sharing maybe takng  fects tax revenues  (performance).  By *tax
quota rebt  in the market f  Mexico's  plce.  efforta  they mean chang  in tax legia-
xpo*ofapparslandtextiestothe  United  Using modifications  of the methods  of  tion (except changes in nominal taxes),
Sates un&rtheMuti-beArraWgement.  Erzan, Krishna, and Tan (1991),  Bannis-  tax administration, and individual tax-
Although  rents  from quotas on apprel  ter tsts  alternative explanations  for the  payers'  attitudes  toward tax evasion.
ae probaby smaU  in thecase  ofMerio,  a  price difference  - differences  in the com-  Changes in tax administration include
sgnifteant share poes to U.S. importers  position  ofMexican  exports  and U.S.  pro-  increasing tax penalties, new tecnolo-
frsawchproductgroups  as  waderwear  and  duction,  and differences  in the quality  of  gies, and administrative reform.
wuven  shirt.  Mexican  exports  and US. products.  They  measure tax effort as a residual:
heeoidstenceofdifferencesincomposi- thevawiationsintaxrevenuesthatcannot
Bnnisterinvestigatemarketpowerand  tion between  Meaican exports and U.S.  beexplainedbychangesineconomievari-
the distribution  of  rents in the market  for  production  is rejected  for three of  the six  ables and tax structure.  Using this ap-
Mexico's  exports of apparel to the United  groups. Bannister also controls for the  proach, one can easly  identify factors
States under the Multi-Fibre Arrange  existenceofaignificantqualitydifferences. that  influence tax revenues over time,
ment (IMFA).  The results indicate that rent-wsharing  and understand the behaior  of tax rev-
Conventionl wisdom  holds  that volun-  mayexistfor  woven  shirtsand underwear  enues in developing  countries, prtdcu-
tary export restraints, such as those un-  (two of the three groups in the sample  larywhereacbconoiconditisare
der the MFA,  are superior to other kinds  that are consistently  quota-bound).  US.  volatile.
of trade bmriers because they allow de-  importsmayreceiveup  to49 percent of  The authors apply this approach  to  Ar-
veloping  counties to  receive the scarcity  available  rents.  gentina; it can as easily be applied to
rentsfronquantityrestrictions.Recently  This  paper - a product  of  the Interna-  other countries. Their main conclusions
a number  of studies have questioned  this  tional Trade  Division,  International Eco-  in this application:
orthodoxy.  nomics  Department  - is part of  a larger  * Theadministrativedimensionofbtx
Erzan,Krishna,andTan(1991),inpar-  effort in the departtnent to analyze the  reform  is at the heart of Argentinaos  re-
ticular, have pointed out that if market  effects of the Multi-Fibre  Arrangement  eent fiscal adjustment. Since 1991,  tax
power  exists only on the side of the im-  oan  developing  countries. The study was  effort is an averag  80 percent higher
porterstheycanacquiresomeofthefixed  funded by the Bankls  Research Support  than during the preceding (temporary)
rents resulting from quotas, in a form of  Budget under research project  'icence  successful  adjustment period (under the
'rent..haring."  Prices and Rent Sharing in the Multi-  Austral Plan).
In Mexdio's  case, rents reuting  fom  Fibre Arrangement!  (RPO 61649). Cop-  * An efficient  tax administration and
MFArestrictionsareprobablysmall,since  iesofthe paperareavailablefreefrom the  an improvement  in taxpayer compliance
few of the quotas imposed are binding.  World  Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Wash-  levels  appear to precede  rather than fol-
And  other institutional arrangements - ington, DC 20433.  Please contact Aban  low  increases in tax revenues.
such as production-sharing  under HTS  Daruwala,  room  87-042,  extension  33713  * Tax effort is influenced ignificantly
9802  and a libral  quota regime  for  goods  (35 pages).  by such macrovariables  as GDP grwth
madewithU.inputs-furthermitigate  and  inflation,  as  well as  by political
the MFAs reshictiveness.  (in)stability.  It is influenced less by suchPolcy Retamh  WorlWng  Paper Sedes  - I
iical  vwariables  as alternative sources  of  an economic  bookade imposed  by neigh-  growth The  exteu  osuch  bias should be
financing.  boring  Aserbaijan.  snuesigated and ana(ywl  for pio
* InArgentina, the sequenceofthetax  In Armenia,  current labor  policies  rep-  inks with ohr  economic  pattern  that
effort was,  first, to broaden the potential  resent a  step in the right direction be-  may be mvre  radily  meAurabia
value-added  tax base, and then to reduce  cause they leave primary responsiblity
tax evasion  through higher tax penalties  for finding a job to the Individual.  The  Data for recent years indicato an accel-
and improvements  in the bac  fuinctions  state's role is simply  to provide  a soeial  erationofChin  ndusgrowth,frm
oftax administration  (inspection,  audits,  safety net and to create an environment  the annual rates of about 10 percent re-
tax management,  and personnel  policy).  that  generates jobs. Tangble  progress  cerded  In the quarter century  bere  eco-
This paper - a product  afthe Country  has been made but the adjustment pro-  nomic  rebrm to figures approaching  15
Operations  Division,  Latin America  and  cess has just begun and is hindered by  percent In the mid-  and late 1980I  .
the Caibbean, Country Departaent  IV  inconsistent  labor  policies  - in some ar-  Evaluating the  statistic  undelin
- is part ofa larger effort in the depart-  eas too radical  and in others smacking  of  these repors  reqres  an appial  of
ment to understand fiscal  reforms  in Ar-  the old interventionism.  how economic  reform hs  afsected the
gentina. Copies  of  the paper are available  Vodopivec  and Vroman offer several  ability of Chnaes statidical  system to
free from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street  general policy  guidelines:  measure economic  performance.  Errone-
NW,  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please con-  * Undertakeseverallnrtiatives,notjust  ous information  about the rate and pat.
tact Gerald Carter, room I6.020, exten-  one-possibly  worker  training as well  as  tern of industrial growth could distort
sion 30603  (23 pages).  job seamrh  assistance, selfemployment  measues  of productivity  chane  conid-
grants,andtmnpraypublicemployment.  ered to be central indicators of the effec-
* Use some resourcss to monitor and  tiveness of Chinese industrial refrm.
1193.  The Armenlan  Labor  evaluate  interventions, so you find out  Raweki  desibes  the statistcl  mate-
Market  In Transitlon:  Isse  what  works"  rials  and procedures  used  to provide  in-
and Options  * Coordinate active policy interven-  formationonthegrowthofindulal  out.
tions and the interface between active  put He investgates sources  obissin  the
Milan  Vodopivec  and  Wayne  Vroman  and passive instruments.  official  statistics to indicate, whenever
(September  1993)  * Be  prepared to  change  as the macro-  possible, how these biases affected re-
economic  environment  changes,  and take  ported output totals, and to appraise the
Armenia,  like aU of the econmies of the  advantage  of the current climate. Under  impact  of  adjustments to reported  output
former  Sooviet  Union,  faces  a host ofprob-  high  inflation,  for  example,  consider  wid-  growth  onmeasuresofindustrialproduc-
lemsinrefngthelabormnwrket.choos-  ening the wedge  between  wages  and vai-  tivity.
ing the right pace  for reallocating  labor,  ous cash and in-kind transfers.  When  The specific  consequencesofdecentrd-
seuting  up a well-f unctioning  wage  deter-  inflation abates, consider paying casb  ized decisiom  ing,  growing  price flex-
mination System, fostering geogrphic  benefits on the bais  of prior eaning  iity,  inflation  dual pricin  systems,
nobility,  prvidingadequate income  sup-  * Above  all, be flexible  and sensitve to  the emergence  of  enterprises with  few  or
port to the jobless and the poor,  and de-  signals and changes in signals. Among  no ties to the system  of state planning,
signing appropriate  active  polcies for the  pdicy options,  one size does not fit all.  and other emerglngfeatures  ofthe  indus-
labor  market  This paper - a product  of the Trans-  trial sysem may be unique to China but
tion and  Macro-Adjustment Division,  the broader  issues raised are relevant in
Reform  of  the labor  market in the former  Policy  Research  Department-is  part of  many countries.
Soviet Union (FSU) is essential to in-  alarger effort  in the departmenttoinves-  Rawki finds considerable  evidence  of
crease productivity.  The transition of the  tigate howlabormarkets work  durngthe  an upward bias in measures of China's
FSUeconomiestoamarketeconomymust  transition of  socialist economies.  Copies  rel  industral output in the past decade.
involve  a  massive  displacement  of  of the paper are available free from the  The  issue is not whether such  bias exists
workers, and will entail labor shortages  World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  Wash-  but whether its presence substantially
for certain skills. Akey challenge  will  be  ington,  DC 20433.  Please contact  Susana  alters our perception  of the rate and pat-
to reallocate labor at  the lowest social  Flores, room N11-017,  extension 39075  tern of Chinese industria  growth.
costs.  (34  pages).  To clarify this issue requires investi-
Vodopivec  and Vroman  identify  key  la-  gatingtheextentofpossibleupwardbias.
bor market issues in Azmenis,  reflecting  This in turn calls for an analysis of pos-
onthedilemmasandoptionspolicymakers  1194. How Fast Has Chinese  siblelinksbetweenupwardbias-which
racebothinArmeniaandelsewherein  the  Industry Grown?  is itself difficult  to observe  - and other
FSU.  economic patterns  that  may be more
Armeniansareardentadvocatesofradi-  Tom  Rawski  readily measurable.
al  reform  andhave  alreadymade  progress  (September  1993)  This paper - a product  of the Transi-
in  several  areas (including uccessulpri-  tion and  Mar-Adjustment  Division,
watization  oflandin 1990).  But the Anne-  An upward bias in measures  of China's  elicy  Researh Department-is  part of
ian transition  is taking place  in particu-  rel  industrial outut  in the past de0a  the division's  research initiative, Indus-
arly unfavorable circumstances - in-  may substantially alter  our  percptsn  of  trial Reforms and Productivity in Chi-
-luding  a severo  energy  risis because  of  the rate  andpattern ofChinese  indstrial  nese Enterprises. The study was funded16  PolIy  Reeewh  Wosdng  Pae  Soda
by the Bank!s  Research Support Budget  PolicyoptionsSchafferrecommendsfor  firtlw  that selective  tax  incentives such
under research  projet 'Reforms  and Pro-  increasing tax revenues include the fol-  as investment tax credits, investment  al-
ductivity in Chinese Entewrpses' (RPO  lowing:  (1) increasing the turnover tax  lowances, and  accelrated  capital oon-
67548\.Copiesofthispaperareavailable  and introducing  the value-added  tax that  umption (depreciato)  alowancs  are
fiee  rm  the World  Bank, 1818  H Street  will replace  it at rates that maintain the  more cost-effective  at promoting  invest-
NW,  Washngton, DC 20433.  Please cvvt-  increasd  level  of revenue;  (2) increasing  ment than more general tax incentives
tact Emily Khine,  room N11.065,  exten-  the social  security  tax rate; and(3) main-  suchascorporatetaxratereductos.The
sion 37471-(44  pages).  taning,  but not raising, the historical  longruncost-effectivenessofthseincen-
eot-based profit tax, an automatic stahi-  tives - except corporate  tax rate reduc-
lizer.  tions, which  proved  cost-ineffective  in all
1195.  The Enterprie Sctor  An obvious  alternative to the profit tax  cases - v*ries by country. In Turkey,
and Emergence  of the Polish  based on historical Cost accounting  is to  investment allowance. and capital eon-
Fiscal  CrisI,  1990-1  redre4s a 1991  mistake, the indexing  of  sumption  allowances  were cost-effective.
amortization  deductions.  Schafferrecom-  In Mexico,  neitherinvestment taxeredits
Mark  Sch8 er  mends drasticaly reducing  or even  abol-  nor accelerated capital consumptwn  al-
(Septber  1993)  ishing amortization  deductions  for state-  lowances  were cost-ffective.  In contrast,
owned enterprises for fixed capital ac-  in Pakistan, both investment tax credits
Increasing tax revenues  from the enter-  quired  before  1990  (before  the start of  the  and accelerated  capital consumption  al-
prie setor  alone  will  not solve Poland's  transition  fom  socialism).  It is odd that  lowanceswerecost-effective.In  theinter-
budge crisis.  As the state sector  shriAs  thesefirmsaregivenataxbreakon  topof  mediaterun, defined  astaxpolicyimpact
and the private sector  grows, the tax net  the free use of state.owned capital. If  afteroneyear,onlytheinvestmentallow-
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and  for CPA  sone mmbes in  pa  rtioA,
the uoaUtiy ofcmmodi  prioe impes
a hig  vonwv  in govewnmet  reeun  ,
Despite beonging to a monetay union
with  a common  curreney  and pooled  for-
eign  reserves,  the countries  of Afrca'
fianczone(CFA)experiencesubtantially
differentinflation  rates, especiallyin  the
shortrun.
BoccaraandfDevaraandevelopamodel
f  infaon  differentials  for  the franc  zone
countries  based on  behavioral  differences
in ffl  podicy  respones  to fluctuations
inthepriceofthemainexportcommodity.
The model  is based on the fact that for
primaryexportringeneral,andforCPA
sone  members  in partcul,  the volatility
of commodity prices implies a high  vari-
ance in government  revenues.
Themodel  identfies two  effects:  a  mon-
etary effect (commodity  booms imply a
surge  in  foreign  reserves  which,  if
unsterilied, is inflationawy)  and a fiscal
effect  (higher government  revenues are,
to varying degrees, accompanied by a
narked increase  in the level of spending,
wbich  is again Inflionary).
Thescarelationshipisthekeybehav-




the model  for  C8te  d'}voire.  It tracks quite
well the  inflationary cycle that  Cote
dlvoire epeinenced after the boom in
coffee  prices in 1975-76.
Since the countries are in a monetary
union,  if some countries  have expansion-
amy  aiscal  poic,y  (and thus inflation) the
others must take a more contractionary
fiscal stance. One issue for future re-
search is what  determines whether a
membercountryhasthefieedomtofollow
an expansionary  fiscal policy  or whether
it must contract because other members
have already expanded.  A discusson of
potential  egamesplayedbycountrie.ina
monetry  union may  ihed  light on these
isu.
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deprtment  to study strucr  adjust-
ment in Subaharan  Africa Copies of
thepaperareavailablefreefro  theWorld